
A nation of constant displacement
`̀The time ... is the time of humanity that has lost all continuity with humanity, of a
humanity that no longer knows anything nor remembers anything, that lives in
nameless cities with nameless streets or streets with names different from the ones
they had yesterday, because a name means continuity with the past and people
without a past are people without a name.''

Kundera (1994, page 157)

The overall transformation of Turkish society, as well as the construction of Ankara
as the capital city, for many, can be considered as one of the most successful models
of a universally defined modernization process (Bozdoḡan and Kasaba, 1997; Ko« ker,
2000; Lewis, 2001; Tekeli, 2001). However, despite a broad range of views and
political frameworks that have been used to discuss the history of Turkey's Modernity
Project, the central argument is now focused on two distinct positions: first, it is
believed that the mode of Turkish Renaissance has revolved around the binary
oppositions of `modern versus traditional' and `secular versus religious'; and, second,
the evolving identity for a nation-state has included both the patriarchal, author-
itarian and the democratic, pluralist fashions simultaneously (Bozdoḡan and Kasaba,
1997; Tekeli, 2001). Therefore, the Turkish Modernity Project since the 1920s repre-
sents conflicting political strategies and, as put by Balakrishnan (1996), `ideological
mappings' upon spatial perceptions and operations by establishing a new political
and cultural cult.

One may then draw a specific conceptual frame for the Turkish case: perhaps not
quite unique in its ultimately secular and yet Islamic context of perpetual transforma-
tion, the modern Republic of Turkey has witnessed exhaustive challenges reproduced by
its underlying political animosities. In parallel to that, the new capital city of modern
Turkey has been both the object and the instrument of such politics. Even though all
these positions constitute broad generalizations, I believe at this point that one can find
ample information about the profound complexities that underlie modern Turkey's
attitudes in its creation of national identities and collective memoriesöas explicitly
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reflected in its urban monuments.(1) In part, the monuments of Ankara must be
considered as pure representations of Turkey's political tensions in order both to `forget'
and to `remember' distinct ideological geneses and their spatial faculties. In other words,
its monuments have been imperative in many ways: first, they were used to promote
republican bourgeois identities or to support conservative counterpositions; second,
they were employed to erase the imprints of Islamic codes or to recall religious
memories; and, third, the monuments also helped the development of an original
Turkish nationalism or the traditional canons in further nationalist constructions.
Hence, it is evident that implicit memories, in which the bourgeois nationalism and
the pro-Islamic conservative interpretations were both possible, have become politically
significant instruments in the process of transforming urban environments (Sarg|n,
1999; 2002a). The formation of a particular republican ethos and a conservative
confrontation in the production of monuments, therefore, should constitute the locus
of our survey in order to understand the intellectual and ideological currents inherent in
Turkey's contemporary social dynamics.

Within this framework, I suggest that the capital city of Ankara and its monuments
have provided two significant modes of space production, creating separate national
identities and collective memories: `the architecture of organized forgetting' and `the
architecture of liquidation', respectively. Thus, organized forgetting as the domicile
of bourgeois reforms since the 1920s, and liquidation, which was believed to be a
significant threshold towards a conservative retreat since the 1950s, can now be
regarded as the nexus of all spatial policies. In order to trace the imprints of this
constant contestation, four urban monuments, each representing different historical
epochs and yet becoming quite powerful in altering Ankara's urban and cultural
identities, will be explored in detail. Here, my principal aims are, first, to understand
the role and the proponents of ideologies and their spatial operations in making the
capital their symbol of authority, resistance, and political identity; and, second, to
reveal the fact that, despite repeated attempts of the republican ëlite to dominate
Turkey's cultural landscapes, the spatiopolitical developments have been shaped by
a much more complicated net of interactions and conflicting interests.

Discrete memories: organized forgetting and liquidation
By drawing upon such competing values, the monuments of the early republic can be
regarded as more of a symbolic enterprise: a social metaphor in order to contribute to
the Turkish nation's newly needed bourgeois memories. From an interdisciplinary
perspective, it is believed that at the center of these memories is the legacy of the
Modernity Project itself and the European character of the new republic with its both
social and spatial emancipatory premises (Tekeli, 1994; 2001). In other words, in the
saga of Turkish modernization, the dominant perception of space and associated
cultural codes have surfaced as modern as a result both of specific policies and of
the state ëlite's social constructions. Embracing and internalizing all the cultural
dimensions of the European Enlightenment, Modernity was there regarded as a total
project to support Turkey's nationalist fabrications (Bozdoḡan, 2001). In this specific
framework, the social structure had to be reconstructed around the well-formulated
and protected institutions and shared notions, values, and ideals that were believed to

(1) Memory is a natural outcome of concrete experiences within specific spatiotemporal frame-
works. Bal et al (1999), Boyer (1994), Connerton (1989), Halbwachs (1992), and Rossi (1983) define
memory as a product of social exercises embedded into societies' material world. Monuments, for
Lefebvre (1993), are architectural typologies generative of collective memories; for Lorey and
Beezley (2002) and Young (1993), memories are apparatuses of collective remembrances. Also see
Irwin-Zarecka (1994) and Radstone (2000).
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constitute the necessary instruments for social change. Along similar lines, and inherent
to an exclusively Kemalist Iç nkilap, or Kemalist Revolution, there could be a nationalist
construction for the legitimization of the new social and cultural codes only through
the introduction of elements of an emancipatory spatial transformation, either in a
material sense or simply in terms of public perception. As the images of this period
clearly depict, constructing a new bourgeois identity as well as making an official
memory through the forces of spatial transformation were the constituent elements
of the nationalist policies and perspectives (Bozdoḡan, 2001; Cengizkan, 2002a). The
eminent power of Western urbanism here played a pivotal role: for the republican ëlite,
contemporary urban and architectural qualities and their social engineering were of
significance, as surely were the subsequent spatial reorganizations. Along with the
planning of the new capital, the construction of new buildings and the cultivation of
the vast open landscape further signified the material transformation of Turkish society
for the revolutionary purposes of progress and change.

In short, such a massive transformation was a powerful metaphor in the process
of making both the new identity and official memory more visible and legitimate; and
the emphasis on urbanism and European spatiality was certainly an indispensable
part of it. For some, before 1923 the idea of a modern Turkey was part myth and part
historic longing. However, in the succeeding years, it became purely myth. The Turks'
views of themselves continued to pivot around it and modernization was a recurring
theme through which the sole images of modern Ankara were coupled with liberation,
emancipation, and freedom. As a result, what could be considered as old, traditional,
or stagnant was then abandoned and excluded from the republican imaginations: for
the state ëlite as well as the new bourgeois, the emerging nation's memory was finally a
tabula rasa.

On the other hand, the architecture of liquidation, the irruption of countermemories,
was simultaneously of significance too. Because it targetted the republicans' inventions,
it was believed by the conservative groups that `liquidation' was more of a powerful
apparatus for cultural resistance as well. Parallel to the reforms of Turkey's initial
politics, and in relation to the republicans' restructuring processes, a similar mode of
organization, developing amid conservative power groups and creating their social and
spatial enclaves since the early 1930s, was always on modern Turkey's agenda. In
particular, after Turkey's transition to a multiparty system in 1946, and then the
national election in 1950, the conservative power block enjoyed major success and
consequently the Kemalist Iç nkilap finally came to a partial end: as a result, the
Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi's (the Republican People Party) three-decade-long powerö
retained as the only legal political institution since the mid-1920s and associated with
Western-oriented intellectuals, the secular military, and the national bourgeoisöwas
now under serious threat.

Counterreforms, principally backed by the victorious conservative Demokrat Parti
(the Democrat Party), were now on their way to resist the Kemalist agenda fully.
Believing that the political trajectory associated with Turkey's shift from East to
West, with all its ritualistic, symbolic, aesthetic, and spatial manifestations, was rather
an ideological failure, the prominent ideologues of the conservative power block began
to criticize the republican ëlite for their perception of Islam and the Ottoman heritage.
Amid a broad range of positions, however, the view that the Kemalist Iç nkilap and its
single-party regime constantly erased prerepublican memories, and, accordingly, that
the Turkish people's traditional identities were carefully confiscated by the secular ëlite,
were the very core of their criticisms (Bozdoḡan and Kasaba, 1997; Mardin, 1991;
1993). Consequently, the architecture of liquidation retrieved an explicit milieu of
exercise: counterreformists, conservative central governments, and pro-Islamic local
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authorities found a vast political vacuum in which to transform the spatial landscape
of Ankara and create a culture of architecture that was, most of the time, organized
around the retrospective images of the Ottoman heritage or a distinct Islamic ideology
(Bilsel et al, 1997; Sarg|n, 1999; 2001).

Politics as authority and resistance
`̀Prague is a city without memory; a city that has even forgotten its name ... . Nobody
there remembers anything, nobody recalls anything.''

Kundera (1994, page 1579, emphasis in original) (2)

Ankara's twofold architecture, in this very context, encapsulates a powerful story for
understanding the political history of Turkish society. Moreover, it formulates an intri-
guing narration for the city's everlasting monuments, locating them as the sites of constant
contestation, explicit or not, of such deeply structured politics on discrete identities.
Therefore, stressing political representations, the memories of each monumentöas voices
of opinions, formal or popularömust be the main locus of our survey to scrutinize
the city's changing cultural and spatial qualities.(3) Ankara is a capital of contesting
memories; and, for this very reason, it is also the very capital of real-and-imagined,
material-and-metaphorical constructions by which authority and popular resistance
coexist. Nevertheless, the exercise of authority and popular resistance must be explained
through the multiple political forms of everyday life. It is implicit that the possibilities for
ample differences are all located in the cultural contours of daily politics and always call
for their own spatializations (Hetherington, 1998; Keith and Pile, 1993).

According to the state ëlite, Ankara was certainly a representation of `power',
and erecting monuments was the most evident apparatus of its possession. There, the
monuments were believed mainly to provide a cultural sphere for constructing a new
collective ethos, indicating a continual tendency away from the political influences of
the old regime. The monuments were also believed to create mythic places where
authority, discipline, and power were now publicly visible and legitimate. In fact, the
state ëlite thought that power could be mobilized best via shared perspectives and
learned experiences; and, in this respect, spatializations of monuments were the neces-
sary constituents of all ideological expectations. The ordinary people of Ankara could
now be invited into those imaginary urban stages where a distinctly powerful national
identity as a representation of reality rather than as a simple reflection of reality was
possible. In this very representation, such a homogenized identity was again, in
Hobsbawm's terms, `̀ a social construct as well as a cultural artifact''; and the archi-
tecture of organized forgetting seemed to be the best political means for further
homogenizing constructions (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983).

The national identity was believed to be a process of self-positioningöit was
almost a symbolic placementöso prearranged values, types, qualities, or spatial

(2) Prague's history is disillusioned, a mirage of its own, a dëja© vu with no real substance and
concreteness; and its memory in a Kafkaesque way is thus amnesiac, displaced, and a histor-
ically tormented `metamorphosis'. Yet, the most visible spectators of its amnesia are the urban
monuments: as, entrenched in its Bohemian architecture, the very objects of the city, in fact,
simultaneously tell stories about the people, their political desires, and the everchanging urban
persona over reformations, counterreformations, socialist revolutions, and so on.
(3) Memory can make the problems of `belonging' or `otherness' and `alikeness' or `difference' more
explicit in relation to discrete ideologies and their transforming of urban monuments; whereas, the
multilayered qualities of monuments can draw the whole spatial perimeters in which identity and
memory come together (de Certau, 1988; Harvey, 2000; Soja, 1989; 1996). For c̀ultural memory'
and `material culture' see Ankersmith (2002) and Ben-Amos and Weissberg (1999); and for cultural
politics in relation to authority and resistance see Gramsci (1977; 1983).
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objects were of significance. In parallel to that, for the conservative block, the spaces of
politics could be utilized to dismantle the ëlite's very own homogenized environments in
order to reclaim such lived spaces as their locales of possible counteridentities (Fiske,
1993). For that reason, even in the very first days of the republic, Ankara was drawn into
a spatiality of inclusion rather than exclusion, where conflicting subjectivitiesöthe state
ëlite, new national bourgeois, conservatives, moderate Islamists, as well as the radi-
calsöcould coexist within different cultural forms and spatialities. However, unlike the
republican monuments, the architecture of liquidation was the very material mani-
festation of conservative resistance and localization against the pregiven orders and
spatializations. In other words, working with the countermonuments also necessitated
reconstructions and reinventions; and yet, because of the call for nonsecular themes,
events, and narrations, they had to be based on prerepublican and religious genealogies.
Ankara's countermonuments could now be regarded as voices of marginalized subaltern
identities, dismantling the homogenizingly modernist implications of the Kemalist
Iç nkilap and taking part actively and equally in Turkey's staunchly secular politics.
Hence, the architecture of liquidation defined alternating forms of spatialities of
subaltern voices so as to widen the canons of overarching ideologies, simply illustrating
that diversity and heterogeneity were also possible through exclusionary spatial enclaves
(Grossberg, 1996; Hetherington, 1998; Keith and Pile, 1993).What were once politically
left in the margins could now become the voices of popular resistance for insurgencies;
what was needed most, however, was a calculated process through which the remapping
of the city as the nexus of radicalism for recovery and unorthodox performances could
be possible beyond the centered domain of the dominant social and spatial orders. In
this very context, bourgeois constructions and authoritarian spatializations had to be
questioned: the city of Ankara's secular sense of time and space as well as its space-
making mechanisms were now in constant challenge; so were the Kemalist qualities of
its identities and memories (Keith and Pile, 1993).

The architecture of organized forgetting
`̀Or is it true that a nation cannot cross a desert of organized forgetting?''

Kundera (1994, pages 157 ^ 191)

Within the canons of `̀ classical Modernist paradigm'', in Smith's definition (1998), the
Kemalist Iç nkilap was officially introduced in 1923 to separate Ankara from the existing
world of traditional and religious display. The state ëlite was so powerful in this
intricate play that, by carefully ordering artifacts, events, and even annotating the
codes of conduct, the new capital in its first decades was turned easily into a massive
c̀onstruction site'. The Kemalist Iç nkilap was an organized project and, accordingly,
the city had to be replanned carefully to be able to displace its original spatiality and its
local culture.(4) Despite the Ottomans' worldly presence and authority, it was also very
important for the ëlite that memories of the Ottomans disappeared, yielding a
new iconography in separate political and spatial contexts.(5) Recognizing the fact that

(4) Ankara was a small town of 20 000 people, with poor urban qualities. Being too far from
Iç stanbul, and having no industry, agricultural significance, administrative power, and even munic-
ipal organization, the town in fact lost all its primacy by the 19th century as a result of substantial
economic transformations in the Anatolian peninsula. The great fire of 1915 also destroyed two
thirds of its housing stock, devastating the remaining economy.
(5) The choice of Ankara was certainly political and helped to initiate the War of Independence,
1919 ^ 23, and enable the ëlite to erase any remnants of the old regime (Akgu« n, 1984; Tekeli, 1994). It
was also believed that an exemplary town could generate a model for Anatolia; a new set of social
norms could develop a modern life; and the city itself could symbolize the power of the republican
revolution (Tekeli, 1998).
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monuments in urban landscapes were one of the most significant components of
creating new memories, the ëlite's demands then captured a dramatic shift by which
the prerepublican Ankara gradually came to a partial end (Aslanoḡlu, 2001; Batur,
1984; Holod and Evin, 1984). Ankara's spatial qualities and the new nationalist monu-
ments erected at different intervals, as a result, characterized a new cultural sphere in
which a distinct political power could now discipline `the other'. The most publicly
visible disciplinary codes of all were the representations of Atatu« rk, the founder of the
republic and chief ideologue of the Kemalist Iç nkilap. Among many of the monuments
erected in the early decades, two monuments that will be discussed in this section are
of great importance because they truly manifest the empowering role of the republican
ideology by which the presentation of an official Turkish memory was easily detached
from that of the Ottomans and Islam. Located in two distinct sections of the city, `the
Old Town and the New Town', the monuments decisively represent Turkish modernism,
marking the first twenty years of the republic and of the city's urban planning history.

In the early years of the republican period a distinctive image and service were
given to Turkey's new cultural and spatial faculties (Cengizkan, 2002a; Yes° ilkaya, 1999).
Named after the founders of modern Turkey, or some 19th-century bourgeois themes
such as `republic' or `national sovereignty', and particularly designed as the home of
the nonclerical, nonpatriarchal secular society, the new urban programs and their
spaces were believed to represent the civic character of a Turkish enlightenment as
well as Turkey's nationalist architecture (Aslanoḡlu, 2001; Yavuz, 1981). Attached to
these new environments, on the other hand, commemorative ceremonies such as
secular celebrations, festivities, and anniversaries were also dramatic reenactments of
citizen participation in building a nation-state (Yal|m, 2001). As they may have been
the very first forms of collective practices, the commemorative ceremonies, very secular
in nature, were imperative mainly to create the most-wanted public spheres, and also
to use fully the new civic environments (the halkevleri or the houses of people;
bourgeois urban spaces such as republican squares and boulevards) for the material
localization of the invented images of modern Turkey. The deliberate construction of
civic centers, town squares, boulevards, and the invention of commemorative ceremo-
nies, in short, were two interlocked domains of an organized forgetting, and they were
drawn primarily from the republican allegiance to civic, secular state and its spatial
representations.

Organized forgetting as a keen operation to construct a `bourgeois nationalism'
further required modernist urban images: Tas° han Square in the historical center of old
Ankara, in this context, can be regarded as an example through which the social and
spatial inheritance of the Islamic Ottoman tradition seemed to lose its authority for it
was overwhelmed by the demands of the republican ruling ëlite. Once an ordinary
bazaar (marketplace) (yet it soon became the site of urban-development projects during
and after the War of Independence), the square was Ankara's first civic urban space.
Tas° han witnessed the War of Independence, 1919 ^ 23; the opening ceremony of the first
National Assembly on 23 April 1920; the abolition of the monarchy on 1 November
1922; the declaration of the modern Turkish republic on 29 October 1923; the abolition
of the Islamic Caliphate on 3 March 1924; the abolition of religious courts on 18 April
1924; the abolition of s° eria (public order and religious law) in November 1925; the
acceptance of the civic and penal codes on 4 October 1926; the proclamation of
the secular state on 10 April 1928; and even the acceptance of the Latin alphabet
on 1 November 1928 (Kili, 1983). The choice of Tas° han Square for these public
announcements was very important, as it was believed that massive participation could
be possible there and that such public performances could give way to the most-needed
performative memories: sending troops to the front, the anniversary of the opening of
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the National Assembly, or the arrival of Mustafa Kemal Pasha were joyful events not
only for the inpouring republican bureaucrats, but also for the local people. As a
result, nationalist ceremonies, parades, celebrations, and protests around the square,
regularly held and mainly organized, directed, and even carefully policed by the state,
were helping the invention of independent and yet official formal traditions, customs,
and codes of conduct, different and separated from their political and religious geneses.
Obviously, Tas° han was a place of meeting both for the jubilant crowd and for the
protestors who needed to voice their opinions publicly, and it was because of such
significant performances that in later years the local administration decided to name
the square Hakimiyet-i Milliye (Square of National Liberation) (Yal|m, 2001). The
Hakimiyet-i Milliye was renamed the Ulus Meydan| (the Nation's Square) in the early
1930s as a result of `Turkishification' efforts of the official language.

The trilogy of memory, Turkish modernity, and public space then became a major
intellectual theme amid Turkey's ruling ëlite, and the new urban practices together with
their ceremonies were in fact quite effective in supporting their positions. Along with its
specific function for the republican cadre, the square in this respect was significant not
just as the secular Turkish state's headquarters: if Ankara was the administrative center
of bourgeois reforms, Hakimiyet-i Milliye was certainly its spatial manifestation, hous-
ing the first National Assembly itself. There, the Ulus Zafer An|t| (Ulus Victory
Monument) at Ulus Meydan| was also believed to be vital to empower that lengthy
procedure of spatialization. The Ulus Zafer An|t| was going to be the first spatial
signature of independence in Ankara and, thus, it was given extreme importance by
the public. And yet, before its completion in 1927 two more monuments had already
been added to the capital's bare landscape, so the expectations for the upcoming
monument were growing more than ever (Uluḡ, 1997). Quite explicitly portrayed by
a prominent Italian sculptor Pietro Canonica, the statue in front of the Etnoḡrafya
Mu« zesi (Ethnographical Museum, completed on 29 October 1927) and the S|hhiye
Zafer An|t| (S|hhiye Victory Monument, inaugurated on 4 November 1927) had already
become models for further construction. Representing the national leader in military
uniform as a strong, determined, and healthy heroic figure, these two monuments soon
became symbols of authority as well as signifiers of a distinct national identity.

Therefore, to speed up the process for the Ulus Zafer An|t|, the people of Ankara
organized a committee in about 1924. It was an important public initiative with limited
if any financial help from the state: the monument was in fact erected through a public
campaign, and supported by a very prominent ideologue of the new secular state,
Yunus Nadi from the left-wing daily Yeni Gu« n. Although what is left to us today is
not quite clear, we know through the remaining official documents that the committee
was quite eager to formulate all the legal procedures and conduct an international
competition (Yal|m, 2001). The requirement list was released both in Turkish and in
French and the participants were invited to depict `̀ the sacrifices and the glories''
(Yal|m, 2001, pages 131 ^ 143) of the War of Independence as well as the heroic nature
of the new nation's leader, Mustafa Kemal Pasha, in an artistic manner. In order to
portray the legendary moments of the war and Turkish people's longing for indepen-
dence, however, a detailed description about the nation's last ten years was needed,
and, in this respect, the requirement was quite specific: the c̀lear' and `true' depiction
of the war was essential (Benli, 2000). What was particularly demanded in the require-
ments, however, was identical with the cultural mode of the early-republican literature
(Karaosmanoḡlu, 1972; Tanp|nar, 2001). According to Karaosmanoḡlu, a well-known
Turkish novelist of his genre and one of the most prominent ideologues of republicans,
modernist urban implications as well as such ideological iconographies were the
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fundamentals of patriotism and gave young generations hope for self-sufficiency and
the possibility of freedom and a distinct national identity.

Finally, among many proposals, Heinrich Krippel's project was approved by the
jury and implemented in the succeeding days (Gezer, 1984). Receiving a colossal public
response in its opening ceremony, the monument was officially inaugurated on
24 November 1927. Yunus Nadi as the head of the commissioning committee gave
the first speech and, in fact, his very emotional words clearly expressed the new state's
nationalist sentiments:

`̀The committee of the monument has the pride of fulfilling its duty with honesty,
and thankful to the whole nation for their sincere help. While presenting this
gratitude today under the monument, I cannot keep myself from repeating the
national meaning that this monument symbolizes as being built by the nation
and that belongs to the nation. This monument is the expression and addressing
of a reality that emphasizes in stone and bronze that, our being and independence
would be protected in every way, against any kind of difficulty, and various sacred
defenses would definitely be successful and victorious'' (quoted in Yal|m, 2001,
page 136).
With its scale and design, Krippel's memorial immediately defined its modest

surrounding (Evren, 1998) (figure 1). Placed on a massive granite pedestal, ornamented
with the figurative narration of the War of Independence, Atatu« rk in uniform was
portrayed on horseback and surrounded by three important figures of the war. Facing
southwest there stood two Turkish infantry soldiers in full gear, and, on the back,
a Turkish woman in local dress carrying ammunition on her shoulder was illustrated
in detail. The impact of the monument on public perception was significant for it
mirrored the republican ideology and its official memory quite explicitly (Sarg|n,
2001). Obviously, the figures of mehmetc° ik (republican soldiers) and the woman
were placed carefully to narrate the official history and constitute a biographic
memory for the spectators of Ankara, enfolding them in an almost theatrical way.

Figure 1. The Ulus Monument becomes a landmark for the old town (source: Middle East
Technical University, Faculty of Architecture Archive, Ankara).
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According to Krippel, the dramatic representation of the republican soldiers was
important, as the Turkish republic's identity in relation to its victorious military was very
significant. However, his dramatization of the woman also calls for attention: inventing
legends for Turkish society was a primary issue since the initial years of the war, and,
perhaps, it was the first time that the Turkish woman had penetrated not only into such
nationalist narrations, but also into Turkey's secular public spheres. The image of woman
was in fact representing a new form of emancipation and public awareness among the
staunchly religious Turks (Go« le, 1999; Nalbantoḡlu, 1999).

From militaristic to civic representations
The images of Atatu« rk, mehmetc° ik, and the woman in Krippel's work not only
figuratively symbolized the complexity of national resistance, but also artistically
represented a new nation-state's political power. Thus, in the early years, the Ulus
Zafer An|t| was regarded as one of Ankara's most significant mythic places for regular
public performances, secular and nationalist in nature (Yal|m, 2002). It was a very
common practice to use the monument as a political stage for paying respect to
Atatu« rk, in whose person the entire nation is symbolized, and the military (Bozdoḡan,
2001). Nevertheless, the state ëlite's desire to provide as many memorials in urban
environments as possible meant further constructions to come. The Gu« venlik An|t|
(Security Monument) as an extension of the original Jansen plan (see below), in this
respect, deserves special attention for several reasons (Nalbantoḡlu, 1999). The Ulus Zafer
An|t| was an emotional public response to mehmetc° ik's victories as well as a social reflex
to celebrate the new nation. For the Gu« venlik An|t|, on the other hand, both the process
and the end product truly represented the republicans' visions on the way to mobilizing
modernist planning concepts for additional urban-development strategies.

As a result of an international competition in May 1927, Ankara's first compre-
hensive master plan was approved by the National Jury and implemented in 1929 with
great expectations.(6) The winning project came from a very prominent German urban
designer, Herman Jansen, who was particularly influenced by Camillo Sitte's `City
Beautiful' concepts, yet, on the other hand, was quite able to comprehend modernist
planning approaches. For the republicans, the Jansen Plan could provide an inclusive
urban perspective similar to those of European examples and a model for future
developments, if possible, in the entire country (Tankut, 1992). In fact, Ankara's
bits-and-pieces planning projects were already being undertaken by the local admin-
istration, and accordingly the city was developing on a north ^ south axis, ascending
into the C° ankaya region where Atatu« rk's mansion and some of the key bureaucrats'
houses were located. Similarly, the 1924 ^ 25 Lo« rcher Plan, for instance, proposed two
possible development strategies, Old and New Towns; the proposal for the New Town
received a much greater welcome from the bourgeois, for economic reasons (Cengizkan,
2002b). With the passing of `Law 583' on March 1925, about 4000 000 m2 of bare land
was expropriated and soon after it began to be developed as Ankara's most celebrated
area, not only for the bourgeois but also for the ëlite and the senior state employees
who urgently needed Western-style government facilities and residences. Shortly after,
the Ulus ^C° ankaya axis turned into a natural boulevard of its own, soon named after
Atatu« rk, to connect the old center with the developing region, which was now the very

(6) Herman Jansen and Jozef Brix were professors of urban design in Berlin, whereas Leon Jauesseley,
famous for his Barcelona and Paris plans, was the head architect of the French government. All
three were formally invited by the government to develop plans for the new capital, but the Turkish
government's decision was finally in favor of Jansen whose work was relatively modest in its scale
and style. Seemingly that fitted quite well with the central government's expectations as with the
limited national budget (Tankut, 1992).
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nexus of the European images. Kuleli ko« s° kler (villas) as new residential types, and such
social practices as the `republican balls' to celebrate the national days, became almost
indispensable parts of Ankara's urban practices for both the ëlite and the affluent
population. Building the Yenis° ehir, the New Town, planned within European stan-
dards, was then an important component of Ankara's overall urban scheme, and the
new beautification projects such as Havuzbas° | (the pool) were an essential part of it.
Upon its completion around 1925, the first Western mimics by Lo« rcher were already
paving the way and the Havuzbas° | with its close environs, then named Cumhuriyet
Meydan| (Republican Square), was given the role of a prestigious urban landmark for
the emerging bourgeoisie's leisure activities. Designed as an urban park, Havuzbas° |
became a popular gathering place for the new bureaucrats, military personnel, and
Ankara's relatively wealthy society and a privileged spot for those who preferred Euro-
pean urban practices. Now many of them could walk around, even have their first
experiences of classical music, and be proud of the Presidential Symphony Orchestra's
musical performancesöalso founded by Atatu« rk himself. The second most important
urban operation by Jansen in 1929, in this respect, followed a similar path and kept this
particular area as the domicile of the new national bourgeois' social use (Cengizkan,
2002b).

Certainly, the Havuzbas° | in Yenis° ehir best exemplified the state ëlite's most wanted
urban environments. However, building social and political projects together needed
a larger schema of urban operation, and consequently Havuzbas° | was demolished to
give way to a much more powerful urban structure. Exactly within these expectations,
the second-largest monument of the city came to life: first named Zab|ta Abidesi
(Gu« venlik Monument) the project not only met the bourgeoisie's spatial demands,
but also became a very good indication of how the overall perception of nationalism
by the state ëlite changed over time. Unlike the Ulus Zafer An|t|, the theme was now
the civic qualities of bourgeois nationalism, and the idea of `home' rather than `theWar
of Independence' was the primary issue to represent the Turkish nation's not-quite-
known public domains (Nalbantoḡlu, 1999). For the republican cadre, including
Mustafa Kemal Pasha, becoming and being seen as civic was of importance and the
invited designers, in this respect, had to follow the new nation-state's requirements. As a
result, the end product was both architecturally and politically very powerful: designed
by the Austrian architect Clemens Holzmeister, in collaboration with the Hungarian
sculptors Anton Hanak and Josef Thorak, the second proposal in this new urban
context instantly empowered the Turkish nation's desires and the spatial premises of
the Jansen Plan (Gezer, 1984).(7) Located at the very core of Yenis° ehir, and being
one of the prime constituents of the Jansen Plan, the monument altered its immediate
surroundings by creating the second most important urban square for the city and
marking the spatial location of the new administrative quarter. Cumhuriyet Meydan|
soon became a major traffic junction, which was also a significant sign of contempo-
rary life, and a main recreational promenade for the emerging national bourgeoisie,
who also required unusual urban practices, spatial typologies, and Western-style ser-
vices (Batuman, 2000; Cengizkan, 2002a). The monument as well as the surrounding
park, which was completed around 1933 to emphasize the square and the government
district, were now symbolic loci not only for Western urban life but also for the

(7) The Gu« venlik An|t| came after a second attempt by Holzmeister, an invited architect, to design
some of the key state buildings, including the third Grand National Assembly located in Yenis° ehir.
Upon Holzmeister's recommendation, Hanak visited Ankara in 1932 and thereon started to work
on his preliminary models. He died in 1934 and his pupils finished the models in June 1934.
Although its construction was incomplete, Atatu« rk was very eager to inaugurate it in November
1934 (Kozanoḡlu, 1995).
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Turkish state's new bureaucracy, as exemplified through the administrative quarter, the
ministries, as well as the nearby state residences.

The Gu« venlik An|t| with its size and robust idiosyncrasy immediately empowered
the surrounding cityscape upon its completion in 1934; and with the surrounding park
in Western style it became a focal point for the bourgeoisie's leisurely activities and
organized nationalist celebrations: paying tribute with flags and flowers to secular
Turkey's heroic figures, as well as the state ëlite's official presence to pay respect to
Atatu« rk, was a public routine on national holidays (Batuman, 2000; Sarg|n, 1999).

Perhaps it was `̀ the most paradigmatic monument of this nationalist period'', being
a spatial indication of nationalist indoctrination (Bozdoḡan, 2001, page 284). Rather
than displaying a sole figurative composition, the Gu« venlik An|t| was designed as
a double-sided theatrical stage where the quality of nationalism, security, and the
organizational power of the new state could be performed explicitly. On the first stage,
two male figures, gazing over and yet being unresponsive to the square, symbolized the
members of the internal security forces and staunchly faced the Old Town as self-
standing robust abstractions. For the Ulus Zafer An|t|, mehmetc° ik was the primary
element of national sovereignty; however, after ten years the emphasis was now on
Turkey's new police forces. It was believed by the ëlite that not the military but the
police were the bourgeois state's civic apparatus for installing social order and discipline.
Therefore, to replace the militaristic images and conclude the nationalist constructions,
according to Hanak, the legitimate means of c̀ivic' society could best be utilized through
the representation of such civic organizations.

Josef Thorak, a disciple of Hanak, was asked to complete the second stage upon
Hanak's unexpected death, and, a year later, the monument was finally in public use;
Thorak portrayed Atatu« rk, out of military uniform, centrally located and flanked by
the four other important names of the bourgeois reformsöIç smet Iç no« nu« , Celal Bayar,
Recep Peker, and Fevzi C° akmak (figure 2). They all faced the new administrative
quarter and seemed to provide a civic decor for the visitors to the park. The side wings
of the monument, in this respect, appeared to be more straightforward: the ornaments
on the front stage were about the heroic phases of theWar of Independence. TheTurkish

Figure 2. The Gu« venlik Monument is an extension of Jansen Plan.
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laborer, peasant, as well as youth also decorated the backstage and presented the
Turkish nation's constructed civic qualities: `democratic, prosperous, and modernized'.

However, the authority and its disciplinary power were essential parts of this
monument: on both stages the authority carefully positioned itself in the scale of
each figure and in their impartial faces so as to hide from the spectator's direct
imagination. The whole narration captured a double surface where, as Lefebvre sug-
gests, its `̀ readability had a contentöa content that is designed to conceal'' (1993,
page 147). What we have here is a clearly intelligible message that articulates the
indisputable power of the state, its heroic individuals as well as their civil representa-
tions, yet it also secures artistically its political will, ultimately possessive, authoritarian,
and nationalist in character. In this respect, the monument, for some, epitomizes some
of the qualities of Nazi art and thus its political underpinning needs further discussion
(Bozdoḡan, 2001). The Gu« venlik An|t| certainly speaks of a significant political code, a
code which simultaneously disciplines its spectators' official memory and accordingly
puts their identities in order. Such an operation, as discussed by Zí iz ek (1992), however,
works with imaginary identifications and the memorial is now the home of indoctrina-
tion through which spectators can discover themselves, with the images representing
their national archetypes. Hence, the whole experience around the monument is in fact
twofold and the spectators of the Cumhuriyet Meydan| call for imaginary and yet
popular memories through which their identity and the monument share the same
ideological genealogy. As suggested by Anderson (1991), the monument, in this respect,
can be regarded as an answer to ordinary people's `popularized demands', enabling its
visitors to identify themselves with homogenizing qualities.

The monument completes its commemorative, disciplinary, and imaginary perfor-
mance with an inscription, carefully placed on its massive platform in 1934, which, in
Turkish, reads Tu« rk, Oë ḡu« n C° al|s° , Gu« venö``Turk, be proud, work hard, and be con-
fident''. The abstract unity of this text and the preeminence of the monument in such a
theatrically enfolded spatial setting provide multilayered imprints of further ideological
constructions. The text, in this sense, recalls the Temple of Augustus, which once
worked as one of the most significant imprints of the prerepublican period (Gu« ven,
1998). Embedded in the Old Town of Ankara and now spatially overwhelmed by the
power of organized forgetting, the Temple of Augustus can be regarded as an archi-
tectural classic of the Roman Empire's presence in Asia Minor, as it captures
a remarkable inscription on its remaining walls (Mitchell, 1997). Referred to as
Monumentum Ancyranum (The Monument of Ancyra) in archeological literature,
today, the temple still houses Index Rerum Gestarum (The Index of Deeds), which
poetically narrates in both Latin and old Greek the victories and the achievements of
Emperor Augustus over his 57-year reign (Akurgal, 1990). For some, the text of Rerum
Gestarum Divi Augusti (The Deeds of Divine Augustus) is more than a mere historical
document; it is, rather, a textual iconography. The text, which is implanted in a divine
monument, materializes the past to become a political means and to construct a form
of collective memory. The importance of the Temple of Augustus, in other words, is in
its distinct spatiotemporality that superimposes the imaginary and the real, as Gu« ven
suggests, `̀ by bringing myth into the present and blending it with the worship of Roma
and Augustus through the physical setting of the temple and the Res Gestae inscription,
the plurality of memory, with layers of meaning addressing different audiences, could
be manipulatedöwhich was a convenient framework for all'' (1998, page 37). As
Halbwachs (1992) had long-before anticipated, `memory' is always rooted in spatial
frames and it requires social experiences to construct such frames. The Temple of
Augustus as well as the Gu« venlik An|t|, in that sense, come with different frames to
allow concrete experiences. Cultivating a sense of remembrance and alikeness and
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having distinct memories and ideological discrepancies, the inscription of Rerum
Gestarum Divi Augusti and the text of the Gu« venlik An|t| work the same purpose:
however, they need to legitimize themselves and overrule the `other' not only in
reference to separate authorities, but also in relation to such messages, visible in their
very own spatializations.

The architecture of liquidation
`̀The first step in liquidating a people is to erase its memory. Destroy its books,
its culture, its history. Then have somebody write new books, manufacture a new
culture, invent a new history. Before long the nation will begin to forget what it is
and what it is not. The world around it will forget even faster.''

Kundera (1994, page 159)

Turkey underwent a number of serious transformations by the end of the World War 2:
first, the transition into a multiparty system circa 1946 meant an explicit representation
of the growing political contestation between the modernists and the traditionalists.
Second, staunchly effective statist policies, concentrating extensive controls in the
hands of state bureaucrats, ceased to exist, and since then new conservative govern-
ments have given way to liberalism as the sole successor of all economic formulations.
And, third, a massive population influx from the poorer periphery into relatively
metropolitan areas, including the capital city, was also a major event that eventually
changed Turkey's demographic maps.(8) In fact, all of these caused serious problems in
the capital city such as housing shortages, growing unemployment rates, petty crime as
well as spatial and cultural fragmentation and segregation (Boratav, 1998; Karpat,
1976; 1997; S° enyap|l|, 1998). Ankara was now significantly heterogeneous and the state
ëlite along with the new national bourgeois were no longer effective, either politically
or culturally. Having diverse residential typologies and user profiles within a variety of
cultural settings and ethnic origins, the capital city, as a result, constantly provided
spatial enclaves in its future developments, not only for religious groups, moderate or
fundamentalist, but also for all sorts of communities. As Smith argues (1991), despite
the apparent success of territorial division in cities, the cultural and ethnic under-
pinning encountered serious problems with the newcomers who continued to display
strong Islamic loyalties and sentiments. Therefore `religion' was always one of the most
important binding issues that, in part, always held the incoming new population and
traditional communities under one grand narrative (Gu« venc° , 2001). The territorial
division between the inhabitants of the Old and the New TownsöUlus and Yenis° ehir,
respectivelyöwas made slightly clearer in the 1930s and 1940s. However, in the succeed-
ing decades, such spatial and social divisions became significantly sharper and discrete:
even today, Ulus and its periphery can be regarded as an attractive locus for
the relatively less affluent and rather conservative population whereas Yenis° ehir con-
tinued to develop as the domicile of the wealthy bourgeois and the modern bureaucratic
ëlite.

Representing modernist lifestyles, the spatial and social practices of Yenis° ehir in
those years were always intact, and not even questionned by the republican intelligent-
sia. The conservative power groups, on the other hand, immediately understood the
significance of the inpouring population around the outskirts of the Old Town, and,

(8) The urban population was 16% of Turkey's total population in 1927 and 18% in 1950, yet
increased up to 26% in 1960, 33% in 1970, and 45% in 1980 (Keles° and Danielson, 1985). Hence,
the squatter settlements since their first appearance in 1947 around the periphery of Jansen's
modern capital, particularly within the perimeters of the old town Ulus, marked the beginning
of ``spatial liquidation'' (S° enyap|l|, 1998).
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accordingly, their relatively traditional sentiment became a departure point for further
political strategies. Their conservative profile in fact helped to sustain the Islamic
leitmotifs in Ankara's secular fac° ade and to commemorate historically relevant religious
narrations in the form of independent performances. In this respect, the introduction
of new religious constructions, not on the republicans' agenda for several decades, was
now one of the key operations to call for performative prerepublican memories,
reconstitute an allegiance among the newcomers, and to provide necessary means in
fabricating counterideological mappings. The longing for religion needed the reenact-
ment of traditional iconographies as well as lifestyles in the sole environments of
mosques and masjids,(9) and, perhaps, the first grand example of this ideological detour
presented itself in Kocatepe Camii, the Kocatepe Mosque (see figure 3). Mimicking
the 16th-century Ottoman mosques in classical Ku« lliye compositionsöa religious
complex with social amenities such as a public kitchen, library, and rooms for theolog-
ical studiesöthe Kocatepe Camii instantly overpowered the secular architecture of
Ankara and became the landmark of conservative retreat in the capital.

The erection of grand monuments for the conservative power block had been an
important political means since the mid-1950s, and yet such demands went far back to
the World War 2 period. Debates carefully cultivated by the main conservative ideo-
logues centered around populist discourses, and were concerned primarily with the
argument that the Turkish national identity, quite homogenizing in character, should
have included religious motifs as well (Mardin, 1991; 1993). It was in this particular

(9) A masjid is a small religious place for prayer.

Figure 3. The Kocatepe Mosque with its monumental urban impact.
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context that the foundation of a new civic organization, Tu« rkiye Diyanet Sitesi Yapt|rma
ve Yas° atma Derneḡi (Society for Building a Religious Complex), for constructing
a monumental temple of public worship came into being in 1947. However, their first
attempt was already a political failure for some reason (Iç ltus° and Topc° uoḡlu, 1976).
After the electoral success of the main opposition party in 1950, one of the first
initiatives undertaken was to promote such religious sentiments, so as to minister to
populist expectations. Under the increasing political pressure of this civic organization,
the location of the complex was soon decided by the new government, and Kocatepe
Hill, the very center of Yenis° ehir, was expropriated for the upcoming national contest.
The second architectural competition was officially held in 1957, and among 41 partici-
pants the National Jury had decided on Vedat Dalokay and Nejat Tekelioḡlu, both
respected Turkish architects of their time, on the basis that the merits of the prize-
winning proposal lay in its modern interpretation of religious architecture (Erzen
and Balamir, 1996). Nevertheless the political tension between the secular and the
conservative fronts became a widespread public issue upon the pronouncement of
the official results. The architectural style of the monument and its iconographic power
were questionned: it was strikingly modern in character and quite alien to its traditional
counterparts; and, therefore, it was both the object and the medium of an ever-increasing
representation of a more profound ideological confrontation between the two political
faces of modernists and traditionalists (Bilsel et al, 1997; Erzen and Balamir, 1996).
Officially associated with the republican Modernity Project, the modernists needed to
utilize the imprints of high culture as a political apparatus of their decades-old òrganized
forgetting'; and yet, on the other hand, needing to strengthen their political front the
traditionalists wanted to call for relatively historical narrations and spatial repre-
sentations. In parallel to the increasing role of the conservative central government,
finally, the civic organization had enormous support, and as the sole employer in the
project it was able to terminate Dalokay's contract even after construction was underway.

More interestingly, soon after the cancellation of Dalokay's project, the organiza-
tion held another architectural competition in which Hu« srev Tayla and Hadi Uluengin,
both conservative Turkish architects, were given the first prize. Not surprisingly, their
architecture was not exceptionally Modern; on the contrary, within its 20 years of
unremitting construction, the Kocatepe Camii became a colossal monument that
openhandedly exploited architectural symbolism in its reconstruction of the past in
downtown Ankara (figure 3). Built in reinforced concrete the mosque was a faulty
replica of Mimar Sinan's (Sinan the Architect) greatest achievements: rather a hybrid-
ization of his S° ehzade and Su« leymaniye Mosques, both built in Iç stanbul and considered
as the Ottomans' most-recognizable religious monuments since the 16th century. There-
fore the new referential system chosen for Ankara was no coincidence and certainly had
an ideological significance. It was known by the conservative power groups that,
to take part actively in Turkey's staunchly secular political sphere, counterpolitical
identities were urgently required, and the irruption of religious memories for the
constant removal of republican architecture was now more important than ever. The
16th-century Islamic architecture with its iconographic archetype had a strong religious
significance in the memory of the ordinary Turkish people and the longing for it could
be extremely useful in order to spatialize the most-expected dreams since the 1920s.

With its greatness and robust architectural style, Kocatepe is still one of the most
prevalent urban elements of Ankara's silhouette: and, for some, ``rather it appears a
violent gesture toward the city due to its monumentality and due to the way it imposes
itself on [Ankara's] urban fabric; it is a product of an ideology that wants to be visible''
(Bilsel et al, 1997, page 452). However, its visibility is now more than its pure repre-
sentative power as it has become an important place of public performances. Today the
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mosque is very popular among conservative bureaucrats and the local population for
it is regarded as the most prestigious religious locale. Surrounded by the headquarters
of the Diyanet Iç s° leri Bas° kanl|ḡ| (the General Directorate of Religious Affairs), which
was officially founded by the republican cadre in 1924 to regulate spiritual life and to
discipline unwanted religious practices, it is now one of the few monuments to witness
important state funerals, fairs, and expositions for religious gatherings as well as public
protests organized illegally by the fundamentalists. A massive participation in Friday
prayers, for instance, is significantly growing more than ever as the complex is being
used publicly to reinforce resisting ideologies (Bilsel et al, 1997). Through reenacting
the codes of Islam and providing necessary means for their memory, it is believed that
a sense of `belonging' and `alikeness' through the spatiality of the complex is possible.
What we have been experiencing since the 1950s, therefore, needs further explanation
here; the Kocatepe Camii represents a reversal mode of displacement of space, memory,
and ideological representation. Furthermore, the replica of the very Ottoman architec-
ture in Yenis° ehir is surely the visible legitimization of pro-Islamic identity and the
monument is its theatrical stage on which countermemories and histories can now be
explicitly represented. The memories of the original S° ehzade or Su« leymaniye mosques
were certainly a result of such concrete experiences and they were associated with
specific spatiotemporal frameworks; their experiences and remembrance were also
deeply implanted in their spatial characteristics. Now the orthodoxy of Ottoman
architecture is believed to be the best political means to cultivate countermemories
and replace the secular ëlite's constructions that are also invented traditions and
imaginary narrations (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983). For the conservative power block,
the memory crises since the 1920s, therefore, could be defeated only by establishing
countermemories, and the spatialization of historic images seemed to be the best political
apparatus.

The politics of radical memories
Further spatialization of religious identity was extremely important for the conserva-
tive power block, and, hence, Ankara's new spatiality certainly had to be on its political
agenda.(10) In fact, in 1980 one of the most significant events occcurred, creating
almost a political vacuum for the above expectations: the third military coup d'ëtat
to end the ever-increasing civil war since the late-1960s among the factions of leftist,
ultranationalists, fundamentalists, and Kurdish separatists not only brought a tempo-
rary peace to the streets of Ankara, divided by separate groups, but also caused a
substantial change in the nation's political orientation as well as in its economy for
the second time (Karpat, 1997). Under the strict direction of the junta's three-year
administration, the remnants of the statist-protectionist policies of the original cadre
were drawn to an end. Marking the full implication of liberalism and decentralization,
on the other hand, the Kemalist state ëlite began to lose its administrative authority,
and as a result local governments enjoyed the upcoming financial and administrative
autonomy more freely (Boratav, 1998). In part, the local election in 1993 was important
for Ankara, which came under the rule of a pro-Islam administration.

(10) As a result of the first military coup d'ëtat, led by the state ëlite, the military, and the secular
intelligentsia to control the ever-increasing role of the counterreformists, the architecture of liqui-
dation came to a partial end on 27 May 1960. Turkey witnessed another military intervention on
12 March 1971, which had quite an effect on both the leftist intelligentsia and the pro-Islamic
growth. However, the years between 1960 and 1980 gave way to a drastic civil disorder; as a result,
the reorganization of the pro-Islamic indoctrination into a more radical fundamentalism was surely
in Turkey's political agenda (Karpat, 1997).
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Along with national policies, the era of the Reagan ^Thatcher coalition had a
tremendous impact on world politics, and the use of Islam as an antileft instrument
was part of global transformations. Particularly, supporting the pro-Islamic govern-
ments since the Soviet ^Afghan War, 1979 ^ 89, the `Green Belt Theory' (as it is today
known) was of primary importance to the United States and its Western allies in order
to control the Soviet's expansion in the South. And, consequently, Turkey had its share
of Islamisist political groups that were empowered as part of a larger perspective
(Mert, 1998). In this respect, the year of 1997 needs further attention because for the
first time in the history of the modern republic a fundamentalist party received a
substantial portion of votes; and, having the key posts in the cabinet, it actively took
part in a coalition government (Yalc° |n, 1999). The electoral success of the pro-Islamic
Fazilet Partisi (The Virtue Party) and its warm appreciation by the urban poor was
again no coincidence: in fact, the Fazilet Partisi was a continuation of the extreme
conservative indoctrination since the 1950s.(11) After its formal establishment in 1998
the party gradually increased its votes, in part from the less fortunate and relatively
uneducated sections of the growing cities as well as from the conservative countryside
(Mert, 1998). The electoral success and its rule both in central and in local governments,
therefore, opened a new chapter in Turkey's political history.

As a result, at the local level, commemorative ceremonies during the holy month of
Ramadan and such communal services as free meals and shelter for the poor now
dominate urban practices once again as part of Turkey's cultural fac° ade as well as of
the Islamisists' social engineering. Here, the urban-scale special operations as non-
neutral containers of such religious performances are worth mentioning: for example,
constructing semiclosed public `tents' in squares and parks (once civic and secular) to
house Ramadan festivities and having religious ceremonies under them is very popular
(Sarg|n, 2001). The commemorative ceremonies and such constructions, of course, both
provide necessary means for ideological performances to fabricate radical identities
and to evoke the most-desired religious memories. Of many implementations to
commemorate religious events and to foster their images since the mid-1980s a recent
urban construction deserves a second thought. The new municipality building and its
surrounding urban projects built in the Kec° io« ren district, one of the major subcenters
of Greater Ankara, now appears to be an important representation of Turkey's final
retreat, with which the republican grand project of secularism and Modernism seems
to lose its original power completely. Nonetheless, the planning history of Kec° io« ren
and the political character of its local government, ruled by one of the ideologues of the
pro-Islamic movement since 1993, were strikingly important. Originally a small neigh-
borhood around the outskirts of the Old Town, and today a major district with its own
administrative body, Kec° io« ren provides housing, retail outlets, and small-scale social
amenities for the ëmigrë, and has now become one of the larger settlement areas for
communities with diverse economic, cultural, and educational classes. In fact, among
other districts it is an attractive locale for Ankara's conservative population, which
desires spatial and cultural enclaves through which it can experience some privileges
(Sarg|n, 1999; 2002b).

(11) Founded on 26 January 1970 the first pro-Islam Milli Nizam Partisi (National Order Party) was
to promote `national and moral development', and yet it was closed by the Constitutional Court on
20 May 1970 for its opposition to Kemalism. The Milli Selamet Partisi was soon established,
on 11 October 1972, yet also outlawed after the third military coup in 1980. In September 1983
the Refah Partisi (Prosperity Party) came to fill the Islamisist political vacuum; however, it was
closed in January 1998 because of its program. The fourth attempt, the pro-Islamic Fazilet Partisi
was also banned on 22 June 2001 on the basis of its antisecular views.
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Completed in the mid-1990s, the municipality building's importance lay in its
iconographic power and, thus, a full discussion of its architecture is far beyond the
scope of this paper. The front fac° ade of the building is partially decorated by both
Tuḡra, the official signature or seal of the Ottoman Sultans, and Hadis-i S° erif, the holy
words of the Prophet. Becoming a new form of Res Gestae and akin to its historical
counterparts, the Sultan's autography and the Prophet's blessings engrave a new counter-
narration and call for a distinct textual iconography that is itself a powerful metaphor
to cultivate prerepublican memories. As an important attempt to transgress Ankara's
secular territory and ideologically appropriate its urban spaces, the building actually
mimics spiritual iconographies and hence simulates nonsecular sign systems in which
a very distinct nemesis for the deeply committed Turkish people is now possible.
Originally designed to house civic and secular programs, the building turns all these
expectations upside down and creates an alternative urban stage with a private dëcor
for counterceremonies (figure 4). In fact, the stage is specially designed in the way
that it circles the traffic junction with a number of statues, and religious tombs named
after some significant prerepublican figures from Central Asia to the Ottomans, and
turns into a political forum, a place of assembly, for Kec° io« ren's pro-Islam residents.
Now, it is a very common practice to have commemorative programs and gatherings in
this forum: popular folk groups, singers, and actors in traditional garments to celebrate
the religious days or festivities and remember historically significant events such as the
capture of Constantinople by Mehmet the Conqueror in 1453 are now recurrent features
of further radical remembrances. The massive voluntary participation of locals, their
popular rhetoric, and the government's organized events to foster prerepublican memories
actually meet on the same political ground. And, needless to say, local people's sense
of belonging matches quite well with their most-desired religious spatiality. In other
words, Kec° io« ren's spatialization to that specific environment is a result of its politics
on religious identity, which certainly needs the materialization of its historic remem-
brances and iconographies (Sarg|n, 1999). With great respect to Islam and the apex
of Ottoman history in art and everyday life, in this perspective, the mayor and
his executives constantly praise Islamic values and the Ottoman culture's greatest
monumental effects. Seemingly, the pro-Islamic Kec° io« ren administration is capable of

Figure 4. `Kec° io« ren civic center': the urban sphere is now a repository of fragmented memories.
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utilizing ideological fabrications to cultivate a new form of radical nationalism (Ayd|n
et al, 2003). Remembering the importance of symbolism in the creation of specific
identities (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983; Smith, 1991; 1998; 1999; 2000), however, I
argue that the idea of Turkishness is now carefully blended with Islam and Ottoman
traditions, and the administration seems to be very eager to acclaim the power of
the prerepublican epochs' talent, skill, and great faith in reaching a magnificent
symbolism, suitable to its spatial vocabulary. Befitting Kec° io« ren's quite conservative
environment, its interpretation of `urban space' therefore is more of an aesthetic or
technical issue as the spatialization of Kec° io« ren's civicness is now thoroughly
empowered with religious symbolism.

What is being experienced in this special environment seems to be a mode of
ideological maneuver between Turkey's contesting parties for political power and
authority; and, apparently, both the building and its surrounding landscape are
the spatial representations of this struggle. The secular state, on the one hand, and the
growing Kec° io« ren community with antisecular sentiments, on the other, seem to repre-
sent separate political and spatial positions. For some, in this ideological operation,
Kec° io« ren is now the very locus of public insurgencies and discreet confrontations in
which the city's secular everyday life and its civic urban spaces are manipulated.
Almost fabricating a forceful discrimination and division between, in Grossberg's
definition (1996), `us and them', `republican and nonrepublican', or `secular and
pro-Islam', Kec° io« ren now stresses the `other' via social fragmentation and spatial
disintegration. Its identity, in this respect, is exclusively legitimated through its `private
urban spaces' where the radicals, contrary to republican expectations, can encapsulate
autonomous social cohesiveness, self-referential cultural codes, and disobedient
representations. Kec° io« ren's new buildings and its scattered monuments are the very
instruments of religious resistance and public deviation both to violate the secular
state's political perimeters and to represent a mode of transgression. As is clearly
known by the radicals, the transgression of organized forgetting with its cultural and
political boundaries can only retrieve its perpetual meaning on the very material
properties of Kec° io« ren, particularly in its streets and squares; and, obviously, the
countermemories and their reflected spatial iconographies are now more exclusively
important than ever.

To sum up, one still needs a further discussion to explore the nature of recent
radical memories and their spatiotemporal remainders within the context of Turkey's
political panorama. It is evident that the city of Ankara and its spatial practices have
always reflected, and still reflect, a wide spectrum of positions in order to formulate
a decisive resolution. What gave shape and meaning to this particular development are
Turkey's inherently powerful antagonisms that ceaselessly imagine the Turkish nation
as an authentic cradle of discrete memories (Sarg|n, 2002b). However, it should also be
added at this point that recent developments have already begun to weaken particularly
the power of organized forgetting, and gradual advancements into conservative policies
and daily practices now change the modern images of Ankara's cultural landscapes.
Moreover, challenging the architecture of organized forgetting and being ultimately
counterrevolutionary in character, the architecture of liquidation is now in the radical
form of partial and fragmented resistance. Once homogenizingly symbolizing Kemalist
Turkey, the city of Ankara nowadays rather represents, in Gramsci's own words (1977;
1983), `̀ a total war of position'', and thus becomes the very `place' of Turkey's contesting
parties.
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